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1. Introduction 

 
1.1. The Association of Accounting Technicians (AAT) is pleased to have the opportunity to 

respond to the HMRC consultation document on Simplification of the tax and national 
insurance treatment of termination payments, released on 24 July 2015 (condoc).  

 
1.2. AAT is submitting this response on behalf of our membership and from the wider public 

benefit of achieving sound and effective administration of taxes. 
 

1.3. AAT has added comment in order to add value or highlight aspects that need to be 
considered further.   

 
1.4. AAT has focussed on the operational elements of the proposals and has provided 

opinion on the practicalities in implementing the measures outlined.   
 

1.5. Furthermore, the comments reflect the potential impact that the proposed changes would 
have on SMEs and micro-entities, many of which employ AAT members or would be 
represented by our operationally skilled members in practice. 

 
 
2. Executive summary 

 
2.1. AAT notes that the consultation covers the government’s response to the report by the 

Office for Tax Simplification published in July 2014 on the taxation of termination 
payments. 

 
2.2. AAT is fully supportive of any measure which simplifies the application of the tax and 

national insurance contributions rules covering employee termination payments. 
Employers and employees are often confused about the status of certain payments 
which is disappointing when in most cases the employer is simply trying to establish a 
fair payment for the departing employee. 

 
2.3. In many instances employers and their departing employees are pursued for tax and 

national insurance contributions that they were not expecting to incur after the 
redundancy has taken place. AAT members are often involved in these matters of 
negotiating settlements with HMRC under difficult situations. 

 
2.4. AAT members are also involved in seeking restitution when it is clear the employer has 

not applied the correct rules and has assessed payments for tax and national insurance 
contributions which are not due. 

 
2.5. AAT disagrees with the reasons for the proposal contained within the condoc where the 

changes do not appear to address the identified concerns. For example where the 
document simply proposes alignment between income tax and national insurance 
contributions, it fails to explain why this is justified in terms of the earnings rules

1
. NICs 

are levied on earnings and not income and it is clear that many aspects of a termination 
package are income and not earnings. The reason given, that it is currently too confusing 
cannot be used as a justification for ignoring the earnings rules, it simply allows HMRC to 
collect more money without dealing with the core issues.  

                                                      
1
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2.6. AAT accepts that the current rules do need tidying up and clarification.  However it is 

AAT’s view that the proposals set out in the condoc, which appear to be a wholesale 
change to both principles and details, are not necessary. 

 
 
3. Additional comments 

 
3.1. In addition to responding to the condoc questions AAT would like to make the following 

observations (3.2-3.5, below). 
 
3.2. AAT disagrees with the outcome in “Example 1” at 1.3 (condoc), because the facts 

underpinning the decision to make the PILON automatically liable to income tax and NIC 
are missing.  It is inappropriate for HMRC to simply assume it is so.  The way that the 
example is structured could result in leaving some with the impression that PILON is 
taxable at all times and this is simply not correct. 

 
3.3. If an employee has an expectation and a fundamental right to work their notice period, as 

laid down in their contract of employment and subject to the rights outlined in the 
Employment Rights Act 1996 S86, then any decision to terminate immediately is 
unexpected and a right to restitution in law arises. It is AAT’s view that such restitution is 
not earnings and should not be treated as such. 

 
3.4. AAT agrees with the comments made at 2.2 (condoc) that the current rules are “fraught 

with confusion and uncertainty”, see the comments 3.2 & 3.3 (above). However, the 
proposal to classify all PILONs as earnings simply leads to a windfall tax for the 
government without tackling the real issue of notice periods and the contractual rights 
and expectations of employees. 

 
3.5. It is common practice that employers have their termination agreements drawn up by 

employment solicitors and it is often they who classify the first £30,000 of the package of 
redundancy payments as free of tax and national insurance, even though in reality this 
might not be the case.  The result is that agents, such as AAT members in practice are 
required to undertake a post-event review of the agreements in order to establish the 
correct treatments.  

 
 

4. AAT response to the questions in the consultation document on the Simplification of tax 
and national insurance on termination payments 

 
Question 1: Do you agree that the distinction between contractual and non-
contractual termination payments should be removed? Please provide reasons for 
your answer. 

 
4.1. AAT does not accept that the distinction between contractual and non-contractual 

termination payments should be removed. 
  

4.2. Whilst the distinction makes it more difficult for employers to determine, it is important for 
them to understand the difference between recognising the rights an employee has and 
the situations where such rights are to be denied for a justifiable reason and to make 
restitution accordingly. 
 

4.3. There should be a distinction between what is laid down in the employment terms and 
conditions and what the employer elects to do as a consequence of the need for 
terminations. It is also important for this distinction to apply for both employment and 
income tax/national insurance purposes. 

 
4.4. Having reached the decision to reduce the workforce, for whatever reason, an employer 

will need to determine how best to proceed with the termination process. A number of 
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possibilities will present themselves, both from within their own management teams and 
from the negotiation process itself: 

 
4.4.1. There will be the necessity to compensate employees for the redundancy itself, 

both the statutory value and any corporate additions the company wishes to 
consider. These can be as simple as redundancy based on actual pay (rather 
than the statutory maximum) or a completely unique form of compensation which 
includes the right to statutory redundancy. 

 
4.4.2. In addition the employee’s terms and conditions will contain rights to paid annual 

leave, the balance of which will either have to be paid as compensation (Working 
Time Regulations 2003 and 2007 rights) or that the company can elect to 
compensate such as annual leave entitlement in excess of the WTR2003 and 
2007 rights. 

 
4.4.3. Outside of this the employer may consider compensation payments to cover 

retraining, or towards the set-up of a new business or a payment in lieu of 
commission or a bonus that the employee will lose out on because of the 
termination date. 

 
4.5. None of the above can be guaranteed to be written in to the terms and conditions of 

employment and AAT would prefer that employers are left to determine for themselves 
what to put into the contractual rights and what to leave out in order to allow for the 
determination of the final package to be commensurate with the needs of the whole 
redundancy exercise. 

 
4.6. To simply assess all payments made on termination as income for income tax and 

earnings for national insurance removes all incentive for an employer to consider 
additional compensation in these cases and is likely to be seen as a stealth tax. The fact 
that non-contractual compensations can often fall outside the tax and national insurance 
rules provides flexibility for employer and employee to negotiate packages which 
facilitate the redundancy and soften the blow to the people losing their jobs. 

 
Question 2: Do you agree that removing the different tax and NICs treatment of 
different types of PILONs will help remove complexity for termination payments? 
Please provide reasons. 

 
4.7. AAT agrees that complexity for termination payments would be reduced by removing the 

different tax and NICs treatment associated with different types of PILONs however AAT 
remains to be convinced that it would be the right thing to do. 
 

4.8. During the preparation of this response document AAT was advised by a member who 
provided consultancy to a well-known high street retailer that HMRC was pursuing for 
income tax, national insurance contributions and penalties on terminal payments, 
specifically in relation to multiple instances of PILON. 

 
4.9. Office managers, headquarters support staff, retail shop managers and shop support 

staff had been made redundant and at that time most received a PILON as part of their 
severance-package. Some simply worked their notice period as normal. 

 
4.10. While there was no reason why all of the employees concerned could not have worked 

their notice, it was seen as expedient for both parties that the termination of employment 
should be with immediate effect. In this case the member concluded that HMRC were 
right to classify the payments as income and earnings. 

 
4.11. However, it subsequently became apparent that the first the shop managers and shop 

staff knew of the terminations was when HR and security staff arrived at the shop in 
order to deliver the redundancy notices and to supervise them clearing out their personal 
belongings before they were to be escorted from the shop. This was done to avoid the 
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damage that the manager and shop staff could do to the reputation of the retailer during 
a notice period. 

 
4.12. Given that this was the case, the member successfully argued that in such 

circumstances the shop staff not only had a right to notice and an expectation to work it 
to the mutual benefit of themselves and their employer but were denied that right and 
expectation in favour of a necessary and immediate departure. 

 
4.13. In the first instance the employee would have not succeeded with any tribunal action for 

restitution and a tribunal would have concluded that a taxable PILON was sufficient 
compensation.  

 
4.14. However, in the second instance a tribunal would have been unlikely to reach such a 

conclusion and as a result a completely different settlement, for compensation for loss of 
rights, would have been the outcome. As a result the payment, whether the matter is 
concluded at tribunal or not, is compensation for the breach of contract and hence not 
income for tax and not earnings for national insurance purposes. 

 
4.15. AAT considers that the current distinction has to remain.  If not there will be a 

consequential increase in tribunal cases as redundant employees seek restitution at law, 
rather than reach amicable agreements in order to ensure that their compensatory 
payment is non-taxable. 

 
Question 3: Do you think that the income tax and NICs treatment of termination 
payments should be aligned? Please provide reasons.  

 
4.16. There is little, if not no, doubt that the full alignment of treatment would aid a better 

understanding and compliance.  However, AAT would not support such a change at this 
time and disagrees with the proposal of alignment on the grounds that it is not feasible 
under the current legislation. 
 

4.17. For many years it is HMRC which has emphasised the main differences between income 
tax and national insurance being that tax is due on income but a national insurance 
contribution is only due in respect of earnings. Furthermore, the guidance given in 
EIM00520

2
 warns employers not to assume that the definition of income for tax and 

earnings for NIC purposes will be the same. 
 

4.18. Unless social security legislation is amended HMRC must consider the issue of earnings 
in order to determine if a payment is subject to both income tax and national insurance 
contributions, or just income tax. 

 
4.19. The condoc proposals do not attempt to amend the definition of earnings as being the 

principal determining factor for national insurance contributions.  AAT is of the view that 
such a change would be necessary in order to make income payments, and certain 
terminal payments, liable for national insurance. As it stands the current proposals do not 
go that far. 

 
4.20. Any compensation for loss of office or employment has to be assessed in order to 

determine whether it is income, earnings or both. Earnings are defined in the social 
security legislation as payment directly as a consequence of the work the person has 
performed, either individually or as a group or as remuneration derived directly from the 
employment. 

 
4.21. A payment of compensation for not being permitted to exercise a right to work, in other 

words compensation in lieu of the notice period to which that person is entitled is not a 
payment which is directly as a consequence of the work the person has performed. In 
reality the payment is for not carrying out any work at all. This cannot be determined to 

                                                      
2
 http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/eimanual/eim00520.htm  
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be earnings and therefore can never be liable for national insurance contributions under 
the present legal definition. 

 
4.22. Similarly, many of the other potential payments as compensation for the loss of the 

employment would be classified in the same manner, such as payments towards 
retraining, potential set-up of a business, restrictive covenants and others.  

 
4.23. AAT disagrees with the inclusion of compensation for outstanding annual leave in the 

determination of national insurance contributions, as it is not a payment directly as a 
consequence of the work performed. 

 
4.24. In order to achieve alignment AAT would expect to see a proposal to amend the related 

primary legislation
3
. 

 
Question 4: Do you think that aligning the income tax and NICs treatment of 
termination payments will make termination payments easier to administer and 
easier to understand? Please provide reasons for your answer. 

 
4.25. As stated in our response to question 3 (above), AAT agrees that alignment will make 

the treatment of termination payments easier to administer. 
 

4.26. Employers would no longer have to consider the purpose and source of a payment or 
facility at termination. 

 
4.27. Furthermore, employers would no longer need to obtain specialist advice in the cases 

where there is either a lack of clarity or where there is a challenge by the departing 
employee, or the employee’s adviser. 

 
4.28. Such simplicity will however either depress the net value of the compensation paid to the 

employee or increase the cost to the employer, neither of which will aid the 
understanding of the process. If the employer decides to leave the gross value of the 
terminal package unchanged then the departing employee will receive a significantly 
lower pay-out. 

 
4.29. In AAT’s view, the proposed change would fail to recognise the true nature of some of 

the payments proposed as part of a terminal package. Indeed, many employers explore 
different methods of compensating a departing employee in order to make their 
payments commensurate with the needs of the employee. Full alignment simply removes 
any incentive to do this. 

 
Question 5: The government would like to explore what level the threshold for the 
termination payment tax and NICs exemption should be set and would welcome 
views. Please provide reasons for your answer.  

 
4.30. AAT agrees that the current threshold of £30,000 is unsustainable, particularly given that 

there is confusion over what elements can, and cannot, be included in the total. A much 
lower threshold would be more sustainable but only if it was a fixed allowance covering 
all elements within the package. 
 

4.31. Whether this is allowed as a fixed amount overall or earned by length of service as 
proposed at paragraphs 4.16 to 4.21 (condoc), AAT considers that such an approach 
would be a fairer method of assigning relief. 

 
4.32. AAT notes that in the current rules for taxation of terminal payments a payment of 

compensation in respect of loss of holiday and annual leave rights would be taxed and 
subject to national insurance contributions in the normal manner, but under this proposal 
the payment would be deemed to be a part of the termination package and covered by 
the moving amount of relief. 

                                                      
3
 The Social Security (Contributions and Benefits) Act 1992 S3(1) 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1992/4/pdfs/ukpga_19920004_310515_en.pdf
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4.33. The discrepancy between this and the payment of compensation of leave rights not 

enjoyed under other circumstances would have to be considered very carefully. 
 
Question 6: Do you agree that a relief based on length of service and those who 
are being made redundant would be easier for employers to administer? Please 
provide your reasons. 

 
4.34. AAT notes that the definition of length of service for the purposes of relief would, quite 

rightly, be the same as that for the redundancy and other rights, with recognition for 
previous service brought in as a consequence of various changes, including the transfer 
of undertakings rules. 
 

4.35. As long as the definition of service length is the same then AAT would consider there to 
be resultant simplicity here. There is an issue of whether this makes any difference to the 
amount of net payment which would be made. 

 
4.36. If a departing employee is entitled to one week per year of service and has 10 years’ 

service, whilst earning £200 a week, they will receive £2,000 compensation for loss of 
employment. Under the present rules a payment of this nature could be made free of tax 
with no reporting requirements for either employer or employee. 

 
4.37. Under the proposed rules (4.20, example 2, condoc) a tax-exempt threshold of £6,000 at 

two years plus £1,000 per additional year would allow the employee up to £14,000 as an 
exempt payment. This leaves things in the same position as they are now, and means 
some employers and employees agreeing on additional sums simply to use up the 
exemption threshold.  

 
4.38. AAT considers that what is actually needed is a compensatory amount commensurate 

with the needs of the employee and not one which would continue to be subject to the 
skills of negotiation of certain departing employees. 

 
4.39. In “Example 2”, paragraph 4.20 (condoc), the terminal payment is made up of four 

elements, one of which is compensation for annual leave not taken at the point of 
termination. The example discloses that this should be included as part of the payment to 
be covered by the exemption threshold and categorises it as non-taxable. 

 
4.40. Whilst an exemption based on length of service is an acceptable way to determine how 

much a departing employee could be paid as a terminal payment, AAT is concerned that 
in doing so HMRC is prepared to change the categorisation of payment elements. 
 
Question 7: Do you think that structuring the relief based on length of service and 
redundancy will be easier for employees to understand? Please provide reasons. 

 
4.41. AAT does not consider that such a process will be any easier for departing employees to 

understand than the current system. 
 

4.42. Under the current rules many employees are unaware of the £30,000 threshold in place. 
Even when they are aware of this figure, many people find it hard to understand why 
some of the payments are covered by the exemption and others are not. 

 
4.43. It can take a considerable amount of time to explain to each person why their entitlement 

and final net payments come out the way they do. In one comment a member reported 
that a departing employee claimed to have been informed by Citizens Advice that the 
first £30,000 of any payment made to him was free of tax and was unhappy to be 
informed that such information was not strictly true. Further enquiries proved that 
Citizens Advice had, in this case, given such advice and claimed to be unaware that 
there were restrictions on the type of payment which could be covered. 
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4.44. The problem for AAT’s membership is that trying to explain why two departing 
employees not only receive differing final payments but, also, qualify for differing levels of 
tax exemption makes a difficult situation worse. 

 
4.45. Most departing employees do not ask questions about their severance package, they are 

merely concerned with the net amount that they receive. Furthermore, they will often 
accept the schedule of payments and classification applied to them before working out 
how long they have before they have to be earning again. 

 
Question 8: Are there any alternative ways that the income tax and NICs exemption 
could be structured that would better meet the government’s stated aims as set 
out in at 3.5 of this document. Please provide details with your answer. 

 
4.46. AAT believes that on balance the proposal at paragraphs 4.16 to 4.21 (condoc), that a 

varying level of exemption would apply depending on the length of service, would be the 
more appropriate route. 
 

4.47. This is likely to seem a fairer method given that most terminal payments vary with the 
departing employee’s length of service. To many it would seem logical to approach any 
form of exemption that way. 

 
4.48. In order to make matters clear employers should be required to produce a schedule in a 

standardised format which indicates how the two values have been worked out. 
 

4.49. It is recommended that HMRC produce a formal template for employers to use if they 
wish. 

 
Question 9: Are there any alternative approaches that you can think of that will 
prevent payments of salary being disguised as a termination payment? Please 
provide details with your answer. 

 
4.50. AAT considers that whichever rules are implemented there will always be employers and 

employees who will conspire to create such disguised entitlements to payment in one 
form or another. 
 

4.51. In the case of a salary sacrifice arrangement it is very clear that in order for it to be 
compliant the employee should agree to a formal amendment to the terms and 
conditions of employment, specifying the reduction in the salary which the employee has 
agreed to and the benefit in kind which is to be provided in return.  

 
4.52. AAT’s understanding is that salary sacrifice should only be used as part of the provision 

of a benefit in kind and as such the provision of a cash sum at any point within the 
arrangement can never comply with the salary sacrifice requirements. Cash is not a 
benefit in kind, according to HMRC rules and the benefits code

4
. 

 
4.53. AAT does not, therefore, consider that an attempt at a formal salary sacrifice to provide a 

tax free cash sum at the end of the employment will work.  Such an approach would fail 
the compliance test before any attempt is made to determine if the payment was 
allowable under the termination rules. 

 
4.54. Employers and employees could circumvent the rules by entering into an informal 

agreement whereby an employee foregoes remuneration and upon termination the 
amount foregone will be paid as a redundancy payment and hence free of tax and 
national insurance. 

 
4.55. Without strict compliance testing and activity AAT cannot see how such abuses can be 

detected. HMRC has made it clear that the exemptions will only apply to a lawful 

                                                      
4
 Page 65, CWG2 2015 Employer Further Guide to PAYE 
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redundancy as defined in section 139 of The Employment Rights Act 1996 and 
summarised at paragraph 4.19 of the consultation document. 

 
4.56. The example, “Example 5” at  4.26 (condoc) quite rightly makes it clear that an employee 

departing under certain circumstances cannot be determined to have been made 
redundant and hence no exemption applies whether the existing rules or the proposed 
ones are used. AAT agrees completely with this view. 

 
Question 10: Please can you provide details of the types of payments and people 
who receive termination payment who would be affected by the anti-avoidance 
provisions? Please also state which anti-avoidance provision you are referring to. 

 
4.57. The main type of employee likely to be adversely affected by the anti-avoidance terms 

are those who are on the periphery of a redundancy exercise but who offer to go as a 
volunteer in order to reduce the impact on others. This may be a person nearing 
retirement or someone who is sick and is therefore interested in leaving but with some 
form of enhancement. 
 

4.58. Section 139 of the Employment Rights Act 1996 allows terminations which are not 
directly related to the area of work which is reducing if they help facilitate the whole 
exercise in some way, in other words they leave vacancies which can be filled by those 
who are directly affected. 

 
4.59. The application of this is not easy to manage and in many cases the peripheral 

redundancies fail the tests in S139 often because afterwards it is discovered that none of 
the directly affected employees are eligible for the vacancies created, or that the 
terminations and creation of suitable alternative employments is too remote. 

 
4.60. AAT considers that employers should be allowed to look wider for opportunities to reduce 

the workforce even if this is not strictly a redundancy exercise and still be able to apply 
the exemptions. 

 
4.61. AAT agrees with HMRC on the treatment of any cases where employers wishing to 

terminate the employment of a person conspires with the employee to create a false 
redundancy in order to generate a tax free lump sum and so facilitate an easier 
termination (4.22 – 4.26 condoc). This would apply to employees on a fixed term contract 
where it is already clear that the employment will end but could equally apply to 
situations where the employer wishes to terminate the employment of an employee who 
is on long term sick leave. 

 
4.62. The circumstances described in 4.61 above would not constitute a redundancy and any 

rule which seeks to prevent tax exemptions in such cases would be welcomed. 
 

Question 11: Do you think that the exemption for injury or disability should be 
maintained? Please provide reasons for your answer.  

 
4.63. AAT considers that the exemption should be retained and that in such circumstances 

some form of additional compensation and tax exemption is justified. 
 

4.64. However, AAT does not consider that it should be extended to encompass long-term 
sickness. 

 
Question 12: Do you agree that by removing the requirement to differentiate 
between the different elements of payments made in connection with injury or 
disability will provide simplification? Please provide reasons for your answer.  

 
4.65. AAT considers that it is perhaps more appropriate to allow a payment in connection with 

an injury or disability termination to be treated as though it was a redundancy. 
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4.66. By applying the same rules for each it would make it consistent and easier to understand 
and administer. 

 
Question 13: Do you think that there should be a cap on the amount of tax and 
NICs relief that is provided where the payment is connected with injury or 
disability? If so please provide reasons and suggested amounts. 

 
4.67. Please see the response given at 4.65 (above). 

 
Question 14: Do you think that the foreign-service exemption should be removed? 
Please provide reasons for your answer. 

 
4.68. AAT has no comment to make on this question. 

 
Question 15: Do you think any of the other exemptions should be maintained? If 
so which ones? Please provide reasons for your answer. 

 
4.69. AAT considers that there would be general approval for the removal of any specific 

exemptions which do not have any part to play in the facilitation of a redundancy. 
However, AAT disagrees with the statement that an exemption for contributions towards 
legal costs merely facilitates in the provision of a termination package at a reduced level 
of tax and national insurance for the departing employee. Costs for legal services 
incurred by employers are, in AAT’s opinion, more in respect of ensuring that the 
departing employee has been fully advised before signing any form of agreement in 
connection with the redundancy.  

 
4.70. Other exemptions that AAT considers ought to be retained are contributions towards 

retraining, which may actually have started prior to the termination, and where employers 
make contributions towards the set-up of a new business if that is the departing 
employee’s chosen method of earning a living after the redundancy. AAT considers all 
these contributions to be legitimate. 

 
Question 16: Do you agree that any payments that would usually be exempt from 
income tax and NICs should remain exempt (subject to the usual rules) when made 
as termination payments? Please provide reasons for your answer. 

 
4.71. AAT believes that a payment which falls outside the definition of taxable income or 

earnings for national insurance contributions should remain exempt, whatever the reason 
for making the payment. 
 

4.72. Just because the payment is being made as part of a termination arrangement, which 
satisfies the criteria for redundancy should not change its status in any way. 

 
Question 17: Do you think that there should be a financial cap, above which 
income tax (and possibly NICs) should be payable in cases of unfair or wrongful 
dismissal? Please provide reasons for your answer.  

 
4.73. AAT does not consider this to be the correct treatment. AAT fully agrees with the 

principle that compensatory payments made for unfair and wrongful dismissal should be 
treated in the same way as compensatory payments made for redundancy but cannot 
see any case for allowing a different amount of exemption as that available for 
redundancy. 
 

4.74. The simpler the process and rules which govern it the easier it is for both employer and 
departing employee to understand and manage. 
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Question 18: Do you think that that should be any differentiation in terms of a 
financial cap where payments have been settled by a tribunal or an arrangement 
between an employee and employer? Please provide reasons for your answer. 

 
4.75. AAT does not believe that there should be any distinction. Employers are encouraged to 

reach an out of tribunal settlement, something which is often advocated by ACAS as part 
of the service they provide. 
 

4.76. In such circumstances, where the informal agreement on a settlement can be brokered 
by a public sector body AAT believes it would be wrong to then classify it differently to 
one which is determined by the full tribunal. 

 
4.77. To do otherwise would mean that former employees, who have commenced the action, 

would simply not cooperate with attempts to reach a voluntary settlement and force the 
matter to go to the full hearing instead, in order to generate a tax free payment. 

 
4.78. This would seem counterproductive and if two parties feel they can reach a settlement 

outside the tribunal they ought to continue to be encouraged to do so without the 
prospect of financial penalty. 

 
Question 19: Do you think that there should be a financial cap, above which 
income tax (and possibly NICs) should be payable in cases of discrimination? 
Please provide reasons for your answer.  

 
4.79. AAT has nothing further to add to the response given to question 17. 

 
Question 20: Do you think that that should be any differentiation in terms of a 
financial cap where payments have been settled by a tribunal or an arrangement 
between an employee and employer? Please provide reasons for your answer. 

 
4.80.  AAT has nothing further to add to the response given to question 18. 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

5.1. AAT is pleased to have been given the opportunity to respond to this consultation 
document on the simplification of the taxation of termination payments. 
 

5.2. Generally AAT’s members will favour any simplification of taxation rules, particularly 
where it introduces clarity and consistency in cases where laws, rules and add-on 
guidance have clouded the whole issue over the years. 
 

5.3. Whilst there is approval for some aspects of the proposals being made in the document 
AAT generally does not accept that the level of confusion is as high as claimed by OTS. 
 

5.4. A varying level of tax exemption available which follows the general entitlement to 
compensatory payments would be favoured as a replacement for the fixed and arbitrary 
£30,000 threshold which exists now, though from the figures suggested in the 
consultation document AAT suspects it will make little difference to the taxation of such 
payments. 

 
 
6. About AAT 
 

6.1. AAT is a professional accountancy body with over 49,500 full and fellow members
5
 and 

82,400 student and affiliate members worldwide. Of the full and fellow members, there 
are over 4,200 members in practice who provide accountancy and taxation services to 
individuals, not-for-profit organisations and the full range of business types. 

                                                      
5
 Figures correct as at 30 Sept 2015 
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6.2. AAT is a registered charity whose objectives are to advance public education and 

promote the study of the practice, theory and techniques of accountancy and the 
prevention of crime and promotion of the sound administration of the law. 

 
 

7. Further information 
 

If you have any questions or would like to discuss any of the points in more detail then please 
contact AAT at: 

 
email: consultation@aat.org.uk and aat@palmerco.co.uk 

 
telephone: 020 7397 3088  

 
Aleem Islan 
Association of Accounting Technicians 
140 Aldersgate Street 
London 
EC1A 4HY  
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